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sEc*oN A - (15 x 1 = 15 marks|
ANSWER ATt QUESTIONS

1. ln a box, there are 8 orange, 7 white, and 6 blue balls. lf a ball is
picked up randomly, what is the probability that it is neither
orange nor blue?
A tl3 B tlzt
c 2l2t D slzt

2. An event in the probability that will never be happened is

A Unsure event B Sure event

C Possible event D lmpossible event

3. The first step of research is

A Selecting a problem B Searching a problem

C Finding a problem D ldentifying a problem

4. A research intends to explore the result of possible factors for
the organization of effective mid-day meal interventions. Which
research method will be most appropriate for this study?

A Descriptive method B Historical method
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C Ex-post facto D Experimental method
method

5. The conceptualframework in which the research is carried out is
A Research hypothesis B Synopsis of research
C Research paradigm D Research design

5. A reseatcher is interested in studying the prospects of a
particular political party in an urban area. So, what tool should
he prefer for the study?
A Rating scale B lnterview
C Questionnaire D Schedule

7. The major attribute of correlation analysis is

A Association among B Difference among variables
variables

C Regression among D Variations among variables
variabls

8. To test null hypothesis, a researcher uses

A Ttest B ANoVA
C Chi- square test D Factor analysis

9. Formulation of Hypothesls may Not be required in
A Survey method B Historical studies
C Experimental studies D Normative studies

10. When a multivariate statistical techniques is used to predict a

dependent variable from several independent variables, the
researcher is studying

A Dependence B Independence
C lnterdependence D Segments

11. The mathematical way in which a set of variables can be
represented with one equation is

A Structuralism B Variate
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24. A

B

25. A

B

Multivariate analrTsis offers a more complete examination
of data by looking at all possible independent variables and

their relationships to one another. - Comment. Anlayse the
classifi cations of multiva riate anafysis"

OR

Examine the application of statistical software for data
analysis.

Discuss the chaptering of the market research project

report and also explain the different type of research

report.
OR

Explore the role of HR staff in the development and

maintenance of ethical business practices in FSN h^. Ltd.

C ANOVA D Synergy

12. The two basic Broups of multivariate techniques are

A Dependence and B Primary and secondary methods
interdependence
methods

C Simple and complex D Partial and complete methods
methods

13. The list of a specialterms and phrases used is given in the form

of
A Foot note B Quotations

C Glossary D Bibliography

14. The last state of research process is

A Review of literature B Report writing

C Research design D Analysis of data

15. A financial report analyzing the performance of a portfolio of
stocks over a five-year period, including risk assessment and

trend analysis is

A Analytical research B Market research report
report

C Scientific report D Survey report

SECIION B - (2 x 5 = 10 marks)

ANSWER ANY TWO QUESNONS

16. Amazon stock pflce ig fal[i4g,due to the Dow Jones industrial
tndex falling earlier. - Derive Baye's theorem and explain it.

L7. Discuss the methods of primary data collection with the help of
suitable examples.

a
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18. Hypothesis testinS is used to assess the plausibility of a

hypothesls by using sample data. - Explain the various research

methods that can be us€d to test hypothesis.
19. Describe the multidlmensional scallng with its features and

examples.
20. WaSemann, J. & weger, U. (2021). Perceiving the other self: An

experimental fiRt-person account of nonverbal social
interaction. fhe Am e con Journol of Psychology, 134141, 441-
451. https.//doi.orgl10.5406/amerjpsyc.134.4.0441.

ldentify the type of referencing style tiven above and also
explain other styles of referencing.

SECIIO C - (5 r 10 = 50 marksl

AI{SWER ALL qUESTIONS

A specialty food group launching a new range of barbecue
rubs would like to understand what flavors of rubs are
favored by difterent people. To understand the preferred
flavor palett€, they conducted the research study by using
various methods in supermarkets.

Recommend the suitable research deslgn to find out
the prefered flavor. Justify.

OR

Mr. Ganesh, a researcher wants to do the quantltative
research on employees of a social media marketing
company. He assigned a number to every employee in the
company database from 1 to 1000, and used a random
number generator to select 100 numbers.

ldentify the sampling method follow€d by Mr. Ganesh
and explain lts advantages,
Ms. Heera likes to study the number of walk-ins to the
riverside restaurant. She predicts that a c€rtain number of
people will arrive for lunch five days a week. At the end of
the week, she observed that the expected customer walk-in
was different from the actual walk-in.

How will you check the statistlcal significance
between the observed and expected customer walk-in
values using Chl- Square test? Explain its assumptions.

OR

Regression analysis is a powerful statistical method that
allows you to examine the relationship between two or
more variables of inte.est. - Discuss Regression analysis
and erplain why the organisation should use regression
analysis.

21. A

B

Probability distribution gives the possibility of each
outcome of a random experiment or event. lt provides the
probabilities of different possible occurrences. - lnterpret
the Poisson and normal distribution, their applications in
business and industrlal problems.

OR

The only true certainty in life is uncertainty. the cOVlDlg
pandemic has caused the most perfect plans of business
leaders and polirymakers to fail. Maklng decision under risk
and uncertalnty is verytough and the outcome is

unpredictable.
summarise the process of decision making under risk

and uncertainty considerint the important factors.

22. A

B

23. A

B
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